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Longitudinal sound velo ity has been measured for organi super ondu tors -(ET)2 Cu[N(CN)2 ℄Br as a fun tion of temperature. We measured
the velo ity of the sound propagating along both parallel and perpendi ular to the two-dimensional ondu tion plane. The sound velo ity of both
dire tions shows a remarkable anisotropi behavior below T , in addition
to the anomaly at T
= 37 K asso iated with Insulator-to-Metal rossover.
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PACS numbers: 74.25.Ld, 74.70.Kn

1. Introdu tion

Organi super ondu tors -(ET)2 Cu(NCS)2 and -(ET)2 Cu[N(CN)2 ℄Br
show high-T super ondu tivity among organi materials at ambient pressure, where ET indi ates BEDT-TTF: bis (ethylene di thio) tetra thia fulvalene. Temperature dependen e of both ompounds (hereafter abbreviated
as NCS-salt and Br-salt, respe tively) looks semi ondu ting at high temperatures, and metalli at low temperatures. They show an insulator-to-metal
rossover behavior with a resistan e maximum below 100 K [1, 2℄.
Elasti properties of NCS-salt has been measured to investigate the super ondu ting properties, so far [3, 4℄. These measurements had been limited to the low temperature due to experimental di ulties. Re ently, we
have su essfully extended our measurements to wide temperature up to
140 K, by using hand-made piezo-ele tri transdu ers, and we found a remarkable elasti softening and a minimum around 46 K, whi h orresponds
to the Insulator-to-Metal rossover [5℄. Similar behavior was reported by
Frika h et al. for NCS- and Br-salts [6℄. They showed that the temperature
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of the velo ity minimum shifted to higher temperatures by applying higher
hydrostati pressure. It is the same as the pressure dependen e of the resistan e maximum. This indi ates that the high-temperature elasti anomaly
orrelates to the resistan e maximum in these salts.
The ultrasoni experiments have been made only for the inter-plane dire tion in these previous reports. We will report the elasti properties and
anisotropi hara ters in Br-salt.
2. Experiment

Longitudinal sound velo ity of Br-salt has been measured by an ultrasoni measurement system with a phase omparison method. The propagation dire tions of the sound are both parallel and perpendi ular to the
two-dimensional ondu tion plane. The parallel and perpendi ular dire tions to the ondu tion plane are abbreviated as In-plane and Inter-plane,
respe tively. The ultrasoni velo ity has been measured by using devised
piezo-ele tri transdu ers, whi h are made by thinning pro ess of LiNbO3
wafer by lapping [5℄. The thi kness of the transdu er is 50 m, and its
resonan e frequen y is 96 MHz.
Single rystalline Br-salts were grown by ele tro- hemi al oxidation
method in 1,1,2-Tri hroloethan. The pre ise ondition for the single rystal growth is des ribed elsewhere. In-plane axis of the single rystal was
determined by the grazing-angle in ident X-ray dira tion (GIXD) method
(Rigaku Co. ATX-G).

Fig. 1. (a) Crystal orientation of the sample measured in this work and (b) rystal
stru ture of

-(ET)2 Cu[N(CN)2 ℄Br.

Br-salt has orthorhombi symmetry. The size of the rystal is A  b  C
= 2.17 1.75  2.17 mm3 for Br-salt, respe tively, where b is Inter-plane
axis. The axes a and are rystallographi ones. The longitudinal sound
velo ity for Inter-plane dire tion orresponds to 33 . The propagation of the
sound for the In-plane dire tion is perpendi ular to (201) in rystallographi
o-ordinates, whi h orresponds to C dire tion in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2 shows temperature dependen e of the sound velo ity hange
for Br- and NCS-salts below 140 K. Both salts show remarkable anomalies
at low temperatures. The result of NCS-salt was shown in the same gure
for omparison. The anomaly aused by the super ondu tivity is found at
8.9 K and 11.8 K for NCS- and Br-salts, respe tively. For the Br-salt, the
velo ity hange for the sound propagating along In-plane dire tion is almost
the same as that for Inter-plane dire tion.

Fig. 2.
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An anomaly has been observed around TM = 46 K and 37 K for NCSand Br-salts, respe tively. For NCS-salt, the amount of the anomaly at
46 K is 7:5  10 3 . On the other hand, the anomaly in Br-salt is 11 
10 3 and 8:0  10 3 for the sound velo ity along in-plane and inter-plane
dire tions, respe tively. Temperature dependen e of the sound velo ity looks
very similar for both salts, ex ept the hara teristi temperatures TM . The
amount of anomaly above TM of the In-plane dire tion is slightly larger than
the Inter-plane one. But, the dieren e between them be omes remarkable
in the temperature range below TM . The sound velo ity of the Inter-plane
dire tion in reases more steeply below TM . In general, the elasti onstant
in the insulating region is larger than in the metalli region. The in rease of
the elasti onstant was observed at the metal-insulator transition in some
organi salts. If this argument is appli able for the anisotropi behavior in
Br-salt, this may be related to the anisotropi harge state.
The observed sound velo ity minimum in our measurements is smaller
than the report by Frika h et al. [6℄ We onsider, it is as ribed to the dieren e of the experimental onguration. They utilized the sound wave delay
to measure thin spe imens. We did not use that. We think that the experimental onguration without delay is simple and better, if the short sound
pulse would be available.
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3. Dis ussion

Merino and M Kenzie have suggested that strong ele tron-phonon intera tion leads a phonon softening near the oheren e temperature T  that is
the border of fermi liquid to badmetal for the triangular Hubbard-Holstein
Hamiltonian with half lling [7℄. A ording to their al ulation, the phonon
anomaly appears at T  = 0:1 t when U = 5:5 t, where U and t are the
Coulomb repulsion and the hopping integral. This ondition gives the mass
enhan ement of 3.8, whi h may orrespond to the ase of -type ET-salts.
If t is hosen to be 1000 K, T  = 100 K. This is onsistent with the observation. It would be needed to larify the me hanism of the sound velo ity
minimum in their pi ture.
Re ently, Sasaki et al. have dis ussed the harge aspe t of these salts [8℄.
They fo used their attention on the fa t that anisotropi behaviors develop
below TM = 3738 K and 4650 K for Br- and NCS-salts, respe tively.
These temperatures orrespond to the sound velo ity minimum. Therefore,
It would be thought that the anisotropi behavior in the sound velo ity is
related to the hange of harge state of this salt. We will make further investigations on the origin of the sound velo ity minimum both experimentally
and theoreti ally.
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